
Aquatic Development Group, Inc. (ADG) Completes FlowRider® for Edina Aquatic Center 
Attraction Dubbed “The Lost Wave” Open for 2012 Summer Season 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cohoes, NY – June 20, 2012 
 
The Edina Aquatic Center in Edina, MN has opened its 2012 summer swimming season with the addition of the FlowRider®. 
Manufactured and installed by Aquatic Development Group, this surf simulator has been in the works for over five years. 
Supportive patrons who have waited patiently will now have the chance to hang ten in their hometown in Minnesota. 
 
The FlowRider is custom manufactured for each installation by ADG. The Lost Wave at Edina Aquatic Center will be installed in 
an area of the park previously utilized for concession and feature a ship—themed background. Spectator seating to 
accommodate 80 people has been installed amongst the facades of three 16 feet galleon ships and will encourage an 
interactive experience. 
 
“Skill-building amenities are really where it’s all at,” say Assistant Parks & Recreation Director, Ed MacHolda. FlowRider is an 
attraction that builds return guests, looking to advance their skills and be seen showing off their moves. 
 
ADG delivered Edina’s FlowRider at the end of the 2011 summer season, completed installation and had the surf flowing by 
opening day, 2012. As the exclusive distributor for FlowRider in the United States, Aquatic Development Group works with each 
owner/operator to assure the project is on target, on-time and on-budget with their needs. Edina Aquatic Center is thrilled about 
their new amenity. 
 
About Aquatic Development Group  

Headquartered in Cohoes, NY and serving customers around the world, Aquatic Development Group, Inc. is a leading designer and builder of 
world-renowned aquatic theme parks through its project services division.  The equipment systems division is focused on manufacturing the 
associated components for aquatic theme park construction as well as a broad range of commercial pool components, distributed under some 
of the most respected names in the aquatics industry, including Wavetek, FlowRider, Whitten, Texlon, AFW Movable Floors, and 
Alpine Products™.   

Whether supplying a particular component for an aquatics related project or by providing complete design services, construction management 
and equipment supply; Aquatic Development Group can provide and manage every aspect of a waterpark project and provide systems for 
practically any aquatics facility or commercial pool. For more information, call toll-free, 800. 458.9283 , visit www.aquaticgroup.com 
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